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Linux Administration Handbook (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
As the deployment of Linux systems in production environments has accelerated, Linux administrators have longed for a book that addresses the challenges of this complex and exciting frontier. Linux Administration Handbook was written with this audience in mind. This book serves both as a valuable tutorial for the novice administrator and as a...
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Performance Analysis and Optimization of Multi-Traffic on Communication NetworksSpringer, 2010

	Promptly growing demand for telecommunication services and information interchange has led to the fact that communication became one of the most dynamical branches of an infrastructure of a modern society. The book introduces to the bases of classical MDP theory; problems of a finding optimal Ð¡Ð�Ð¡ in models are investigated and...
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Computer Aided and Integrated Manufacturing Systems, Volume 4: Computer Aided Design / Computer Aided ManufacturingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	This 5 volume MRW (Major Reference Work) is entitled "Computer Aided and
	Integrated Manufacturing Systems". A brief summary description of each of the
	5 volumes will be noted in their respective PREFACES. An MRW is normally on
	a broad subject of major importance on the international scene. Because of the
	breadth of a major...
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Big Data Analytics with SAS: Get actionable insights from your Big Data using the power of SASPackt Publishing, 2017

	Leverage the capabilities of SAS to process and analyze Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine SAS with platforms such as Hadoop, SAP HANA, and Cloud Foundry-based platforms for effecient Big Data analytics
	
		Learn how to use the web browser-based SAS Studio and iPython Jupyter Notebook...
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Rapid Java Persistence and Microservices: Persistence Made Easy Using Java EE8, JPA and SpringApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain all the essentials you need to create scalable microservices, which will help you solve real challenges when deploying services into production. This book will take you through creating a scalable data layer with polygot persistence. You’ll cover data access and query patterns in Spring and JPA in high-performance...
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Machine Learning for Mobile: Practical guide to building intelligent mobile applications powered by machine learningPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of machine learning on mobiles and build intelligent mobile applications with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Build smart mobile applications for Android and iOS devices
	
			Use popular machine learning toolkits such as Core ML and TensorFlow Lite
	
			Explore...
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Visual C# .NET ProgrammingSybex, 2002
The aim of this book is to teach you and other experienced programmers the  most effective ways to program using the C# language in the environment it was  designed for, the .NET Framework. To this end, the book offers plenty of strong  opinions and pays special attention to one of .NET’s most prominent features:  web services.
...
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET in 21 Days, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET          in 21 Days, Second Edition offers an approachalbe guide to the          latest in Microsoft .NET technologies. The author's example-packed and          accessible presentation style helped make the previous edition a success.          The book walks the reader through the .NET...
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Next-Generation Network ServicesCisco Press, 2005
A guide to building service-oriented networks to differentiate and grow your business 

	
    Understand the changing landscape of the telecommunications industry and what technologies can lead to business and revenue growth

    
	
    Examine the...
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Irresistible! Markets, Models, and Meta-Value in Consumer ElectronicsIBM Press, 2005
The consumer electronics industry is entering an era of extraordinary growth. The industry’s best companies will ride that wave to unprecedented success. But, today, many CE companies are struggling with business models that are simply untenable. They must change to survive: they must change even more dramatically to win.
...
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Programming Web Services with PerlO'Reilly, 2002
Programming Web Services with Perl is written for Perl programmers who have no prior knowledge of web services. No understanding of XML-RPC or SOAP is necessary to be able to apply these technologies easily, through the use of publicly available Perl modules detailed in the book. If you're interested in applying...
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J2EE Security for Servlets, EJBs, and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
J2EE developers have an extraordinary array of powerful options for securing their Web services, Web applications, EJB components and RMI objects. Now, expert Java architect Pankaj Kumar helps developers make sense of Java's increasingly rich security APIs, tools, patterns, and best practices-showing how to use each of them in the right place,...
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